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On the left is a picture of a typical calico cat. The diagram shows how orange and black fur color genes on either of the X chromosomes result in di erent fur colors. Male cats only have one X chromosome, so they are either black or orange. Female cats carrying two orange X chromosomes will be orange and females with two black X chromosomes will be black. However, due to XCI, females carrying one orange and one black X chromosome will have orange and black patches (adapted from Slutz [ ]) .
you are more likely to get certain diseases. In your cells, DNA is wrapped tightly into structures called chromosomes. Each human cell has chromosomes, or pairs (since chromosomes come in pairs, with one from your mom and the other from your dad). The rd pair of chromosomes are called the sex chromosomes, and
SEX CHROMOSOME
A deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule that codes for a set of genes that determine the sex of an individual (X and Y Chromosomes). those chromosomes are called either X or Y. Males have one X sex chromosome and one Y sex chromosome, while females have two X sex chromosomes. The genes on the X chromosomes are important for how the body grows and functions.
WHAT IS X CHROMOSOME INACTIVATION?
Females have two X chromosomes in each cell! Scientists discovered that, when female babies are developing, they have a special mechanism that randomly turns o one of their two X chromosomes [ ]. When one X turns o , the other is still working and its genes can be expressed, which means those traits can show up in the female's body. This process of turning one X chromosome o is called X-chromosome inactivation (XCI). Since not every cell turns o the XCI X chromosome inactivation is a biological process where one of the two copies of the X chromosome becomes inactivated in female mammals. same X chromosome, the cells can express X-chromosome genes di erently from each other. This is called cellular mosaicism. Cellular
CELLULAR MOSAICISM
The presence of cells, in one individual, with di erent genes or features. Cellular mosaicism is caused by XCI. mosaicism gives females more diversity than males, meaning that they have more options during development and more ways to prevent disease [ ]. We will describe this more, do not worry! Imagine a calico cat-they are almost always female. Female calico cats have two versions of a gene for their coat color. Both versions are located on their X chromosomes. Patches of fur are either orange or black, depending on which X chromosome is turned o in that patch of hair cells. Imagine that the X from the mom carries the orange fur gene, and the X from the dad carries the black fur gene. If one patch on a kitten's back has the mom's X chromosome inactivated, then that patch of fur will be black! But what if some skin cells on a spot on the kitten's tail have the dad's X chromosome inactivated? Those cells will express the orange gene and the fur will be orange ( Figure ) . XCI only happens in female mammals, including humans, and a ects almost all genes on the X chromosome.
WHY IS STUDYING X CHROMOSOME INACTIVATION IMPORTANT?
Many genes can undergo changes, called mutations, which, in some cases, can make a person more likely to get certain diseases. Diseases caused by mutations in genes on the X chromosome are called X-linked diseases. Remember, males do not experience XCI because
X-LINKED DISEASE
Genetic diseases in which the disease-causing gene exists on the X chromosome.
they only have one X chromosome. So, if males have a disease-causing gene on their X chromosome, it will be active and more likely to cause disease. However, XCI helps protect females from X-linked diseases. Imagine a girl has a healthy copy of a gene on one X chromosome and a mutant copy of the same gene on her other X chromosome. If the X chromosome with the mutant copy is turned o due to XCI, then the X chromosome with the healthy copy will stay active and express the gene properly. This does not mean she would not get sick, but it will increase her chances of not getting the diseases related to the mutant gene. This is why studying XCI is important! The patterns of disease gene expression that result from XCI might determine how severely
GENE EXPRESSION
The process by which information from a gene is used to create the physical characteristics of an animal. someone is a ected by an X-linked disease.
One example of an X-linked disease is red-green colorblindness.
Red-green colorblindness is a disease in which the a ected person cannot tell red from green. Another example of an X-linked disease is called Norrie disease, and that is what we studied. Norrie disease a ects the eyes and can cause blindness in boys. Interestingly, Norrie disease also a ects girls, but more mildly. Norrie disease is caused by a mutation on the X-linked gene called norrin. We wanted to understand how XCI a ects girls who carry a bad copy of the Norrie disease gene. Knowing these patterns for di erent diseases can help scientists learn more about why people get sick or stay healthy.
HOW DID WE STUDY X CHROMOSOME INACTIVATION AND NORRIE DISEASE IN OUR EXPERIMENT?
The pattern generated by XCI happens to cells everywhere in the female's body very early in development. That means the trillions of cells making up the body all express genes from only one X chromosome or the other. A whole organ, part of a muscle, or a whole side of the brain could have any pattern of expressed "mom X-linked genes" and "dad X-linked genes." That is pretty cool! We wanted to see if patches of cells in a female's body are more "mother expressing" or more "father expressing." Here is how we did it:
We used mice in our experiment, because they are very easy to work with in the laboratory. We used colored dyes to stain the X chromosomes from the mom and the dad in female mice. The "mom X chromosome" was stained green and the "dad X chromosome" was stained red. The red or green dye only stained the X chromosome that was working to express genes-the X chromosome that had not been turned o by XCI. We studied healthy female mice and female mice with Norrie disease [ ]. We could see the red and green colors in the cells using a special microscope. This told us which cells in the mouse had an active "dad X chromosome" or an active "mom X chromosome." We stained cells all over the mouse, like the heart, the tongue, the skin, and the eyeballs! Looking at cells in the eyeball was especially interesting to us, since Norrie disease a ects the eye and causes blindness. After taking pictures of the di erent body parts, we examined the photos and discussed why these di erent patterns of XCI were important to our experiment. The red and green cells in Figure A , even though these two sisters share the exact same DNA from their parents, one is almost all green and one is almost all red. This means that the green mouse is expressing mostly "mom X chromosome" genes and the "dad X chromosome" genes are almost all inactivated. The red mouse has almost all its "dad X chromosome" genes activated, and the "mom X chromosome" genes inactivated. This is how XCI can cause diversity between organisms. Figure C shows the retina of the eyeballs from a female mouse with
RETINA
The inner layer of the eye that is usually sensitive to in most vertebrates. The function of the retina is similar to the film of a camera! Norrie disease. You can see that the left retina has a lot of red, meaning that the "dad X chromosome" is very active in that eye. The right retina has a lot of green, so the "mom X chromosome" is active in the green areas, but inactive in places where you see red cells! So, what does this tell us about how XCI a ects Norrie disease? Let us say that the red-stained "dad X chromosome" carries the diseased copy of the Norrie disease gene. This means that, in the cells that are red, the diseased X chromosome is active and expressing the disease gene. The more cells that express the disease-causing gene, the worse the disease will be! So, from this image, we can see that the left eye is more diseased than the right eye in this mouse. This explains why the disease might only a ect one eye in a female patient or might a ect both eyes di erently. XCI also explains why two female patients might both have Norrie disease, but one has severe symptoms and blindness, while the kids.frontiersin.org November | Volume | Article | other has only mild symptoms. This was a very exciting discovery from our experiment.
WHAT ELSE DID WE LEARN ABOUT XCI?
We also studied how XCI shapes the female body during development.
In our experiment with the mice, we found that sometimes the cells expressing green or red would be evenly scattered (almost like red and green sprinkles on a cupcake). In other areas, the red and green cells formed patches or were symmetrical, as in Figure B . We wondered why sometimes the colors were scattered and other times they were in bunches. From our research, we realized that the pattern of XCI depends on the way each tissue in the body develops. When an animal is growing, some cells, like blood, move all over the body. Others, like skin cells, usually do not move too much during development. This means that blood cells have a chance to mix with each other and have a higher chance of looking like red and green sprinkles. For cells that stay in a certain area, like skin cells, they may share the same inactive X chromosome because they came from the same dividing cell. This leads to the patches of red and green, just like the patchy fur pattern on the calico cat or in the eyes in Norrie disease! Amazingly, the pattern varies even among siblings, which means that even identical twin females will have very di erent gene expression patterns on the X chromosomes.
HOW CAN OUR STUDY HELP SCIENCE AND MEDICINE?
What does this all mean? How can our discovery of the pattern of XCI in cells help people? Well, we studied a fascinating biological activity that occurs in all female mammals. The technique we used, color-coding the X chromosomes, could be very helpful for scientists researching X-linked diseases. We hope that this study inspires others (maybe future scientists, like you!) to look at how XCI a ects brain development. It would be interesting to understand how XCI influences di erences in the left and right sides of the brain or whether XCI causes di erences in brain structure between males and females. We believe that learning more about the role XCI plays in disease will improve our understanding of many diseases. Future research may even inspire a therapy to turn on the inactivated X chromosome, to help females with X-linked diseases.
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